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This advice is for small and medium sized restaurants, pubs, bars and takeaways across
Wiltshire where food and drink are sold for consumption at venues, or as takeaways or
deliveries.
As a business owner or manager, you may have already given a lot of thought as to how you
can develop new ways of working so that you can re-open your business safely. We hope our
Business Re-opening Pack helps. It contains posters, floor stickers, public health messages
and other useful material and information and is designed to complement additional
signage being used across Wiltshire’s high streets.
These practical measures can be implemented in your premises to help keep your staff and
customers safe. Our suggested measures are by no means an exhaustive list and there may
be other measures you wish to put in place in your businesses. We recommend you regularly
monitor these measures to make sure they continue to protect your staff and customers.
As we all look ahead to a new normal, we can work together to give confidence and
reassurance to businesses and residents that Wiltshire is a safe place to visit and spend time
as COVID-19 restrictions start to relax.

WE ARE COMPLYING – WITH GOVERNMENT GUIDANCE
What does the law say?
The Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 covers all workplaces and requires employers to
take reasonable steps to ensure the health and safety of staff whilst at work and also others
who may be affected by what they do such as members of the public and visitors. COVID-19 is
a risk to health that must be managed by the employer, in order to comply with the law.
What is the latest Government guidance?
Before re-opening to the public, it is important you consider the Government’s ‘Working Safely
during COVID-19 guidance for restaurants, pubs, bars and takeaways, which can be viewed at:
www.gov.uk/guidance/working-safely-during-coronavirus-covid-19/restaurants-offeringtakeaway-or-delivery
You will also need to carry out these five practical steps to ensure the safety of your premises:
1. Carrying out a COVID-19 risk assessment in consultation with your staff or trade unions:
www.hse.gov.uk/simple-health-safety/risk/index.htm All businesses with over 50
members of staff are expected to publish the results of their risk assessment on their
website
2. Developing cleaning, handwashing and hygiene procedures for staff and customers
3. Take all reasonable steps to help staff work from home, where possible
4. Maintain 2m social distancing between staff and customers where possible (current
Government advice is 2m, or 1m with risk mitigation where 2m is not viable, but this may
change in the future)
5. Where people cannot be 2m apart, you should do everything practical to manage the risk
of transmission of COVID-19
You must display the Government’s downloadable notice in your workplace to show your staff,
customers and visitors that you have followed this guidance: assets.publishing.service.gov.
uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/897765/staying-covid-19secure-2020.pdf
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Disposing of waste beer, cider or wine
You must not dispose of waste beer, cider or wine down the drain as you prepare to re-open
your business. Beer has a very high Biological Oxygen Demand content. It has the potential to
adversely impact the treatment processes at sewer networks and/or Water Recycling Centres
and therefore the environment.
You must
•

contact your brewery or retailer/wholesaler to arrange return of part and full barrels for
suitable disposal

•

where this is not practical, ask your water authority for permission to discharge to the
public foul sewer

You will need to provide the following details to the authority who manages your sewerage
disposal eg trade.effluent@wessexwater.co.uk or tradeeffluent@southwestwater.co.uk
Location – The exact business address of the premises which needs to discharge
Quantity – The volume of beer/cider that is being proposed for discharge
The water authority will use this information to assess the risk and whether they can safely
receive the proposed discharge. They will respond with instructions as soon as possible. There
will be no cost to your business.
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WE ARE SAFE
Queuing in Wiltshire
There are many streets in Wiltshire where managing queues and social distancing measures
outside premises will be a challenge.
We are working with Town Councils to develop schemes to enable social distancing. Please
make us aware of any concerns you may have.

WE ARE WELCOMING
Using the public highway
When developing arrangements for customers to queue outside your premises, please
consider other people using this space including:
•

the rights of pedestrians using the street, especially those with limited mobility

•

the needs of neighbouring businesses and others in the street which will
re-open in the future

You are responsible for managing your customer queues.
It’s important to note that any arrangements you make may have to change to accommodate
those businesses opening at a later date, changes to Government guidance and any changes
we have to make during the recovery period.
Should there be a dispute over an area which is suitable for queuing or outside trade, the
council will work with all parties to find a solution.
If you have any queries, please contact Publicprotectionwest@wiltshire.gov.uk
Applying for temporary pavement licences
You can apply for a temporary pavement licence which will allow eligible businesses to put
tables and chairs on the public highway outside their premises to attract more customers and
increase trade, whilst also promoting social distancing.
These temporary pavement licences are available free of charge and will, in most cases, last
for 12 months from date of issue. They are subject to a statutory notice period of ten working
days, during which time people will have an opportunity to comment on the application.
You can read the FAQs and download the application form at:
www.wiltshire.gov.uk/licences-permits-temporary-pavement-licences
Completed application forms should be emailed to streettrading@wiltshire.gov.uk.
As applications come through, you will also be able to view applications for consultation on the
above webpage.
If you have any queries, please contact streettrading@wiltshire.gov.uk
Licences for events
The current regulations continue to restrict large gatherings in certain circumstances. If
you are planning an event which involves regulated entertainment requiring licensing or
a Temporary Events Notice, please contact our Licensing Team for an update on what is
permitted before committing to a firm plan.
Please contact publicprotectionwest@wiltshire.gov.uk
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NHS Test and Trace - Displaying an official NHS QR code poster
Hospitality venues must display an official NHS QR code poster at their entrance. It’s quick
and simple to use for both businesses and users, and enables customers and visitors to scan
the NHS QR code when they arrive by using the NHS COVID-19 app. Organisations must have
a system for individuals who do not have a smartphone or the NHS COVID-19 app to provide
their contact details.
You must register for an official NHS QR code poster www.gov.uk/guidance/maintainingrecords-of-staff-customers-and-visitors-to-support-nhs-test-and-trace and display one at
every entrance to your venue. Official NHS QR code posters can be generated online at
www.gov.uk/create-coronavirus-qr-poster.
Organisations can find out more about NHS QR codes and how to generate them on the
NHS COVID-19 app website covid19.nhs.uk.
When a customer or group enters your venue, you must ask every customer or visitor to scan
the NHS QR code using their NHS COVID-19 app or provide their name and contact details, not
just a lead member of the group.
This is to ensure that everyone receives the necessary public health advice in a timely manner.
Venues in hospitality must:
• ask every customer or visitor (over the age of 16) to provide their name and contact details
• keep a record of all staff working on their premises and shift times on a given day and their
contact details
• keep these records of customers, visitors and staff for 21 days and provide data to NHS Test
and Trace if requested
• display an official NHS QR code poster so that customers and visitors can ‘check in’ using the
NHS COVID-19 app as an alternative to providing their contact details
• adhere to General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR)
Hospitality venues must also take reasonable steps to refuse entry to anyone who refuses to
participate.
Collecting contact details and maintaining records for NHS Test and Trace is a legal
requirement and failure to comply is punishable by a fine:
• first fixed penalty: £1,000
• second fixed penalty: £2,000
• third fixed penalty: £4,000
• any further penalty notice: £10,000
You can read further information on how NHS Test and Trace works at
www.gov.uk/guidance/nhs-test-and-trace-how-it-works.
Registration with the ICO
Every organisation or sole trader who processes personal information, including for the
purposes of contact tracing for COVID-19, must be registered with the ICO and pay a data
protection fee unless they are exempt. If you are unsure whether you need to register, please
contact the ICO via their helpline on 0303 123 1113, or visit the ICO website ico.org.uk
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‘Good to Go’ quality mark
Visit England has launched a UK-wide industry standard and consumer mark to provide
confidence to the tourism sector as it starts to re-open.
The ‘We’re Good to Go’ industry standard and supporting mark means businesses can
demonstrate that they are adhering to the Government and public health guidance, have carried
out a COVID-19 risk assessment and checked that they have the required processes in place.
The scheme is free to join and is open to all businesses across the industry including restaurants,
cafes and pubs. To obtain the mark you must complete an online self-assessment, including
a checklist confirming you have put the necessary processes in place, before receiving the
certification and the ‘We’re Good to Go’ mark for display in your premises and online.
More information and how to apply can be found at: https://goodtogo.visitbritain.com
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WE ARE WELCOMING - OUTSIDE YOUR PREMISES
What can I do outside my business?
This helpful checklist can help you prepare.

OUTSIDE MY BUSINESS
Have a sign to explain to customers what your social distancing measures are.
There are restrictions on the use of A-Boards in Wiltshire and you will also need
to carefully position any boards so as not to obstruct people who are blind/
partially sighted, in wheelchairs or using mobility scooters or pushchairs.
Our toolkit provides signs for you to use.
www.wiltshire.gov.uk/business-advice-support-covid19
Have a separate entry and exit point, if possible.
Keep entrance and exit doors open, if possible and safe to do so.
Assess the size of any public area at the front of your business and calculate
the maximum number of customers who can safely queue while following
social distancing guidelines.
Talk to your neighbouring businesses so your queuing proposals do not affect
their business and customers are kept safe.
Use floor markings outside your business to assist with social distancing.
Our toolkit provides signs for you to use.
If necessary, provide barriers or rope for queue waiting areas to ensure
customers remain safe.
It is your responsibility to manage your customer queue so please regularly
monitor the queue to ensure its safe operation.
Talk to your neighbouring businesses about your opening hours to help
spread the number of people arriving throughout the day.
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WE ARE SAFE - INSIDE YOUR PREMISES
What can I do inside my business?
These helpful checklists can help you prepare.

INSIDE MY BUSINESS – NHS TEST AND TRACE –
DISPLAYING AN OFFICIAL NHS QR CODE POSTER
Assess the size of your premises and its layout so that you can work out the
maximum number of customers in your store at any one time. This will be
based on the floor area of your premises and a 2m gap between customers.
Consider where you need to position staff to help manage numbers or
particularly busy areas.
Venues in hospitality, the tourism and leisure industry, close contact services,
community centres and village halls must display an official NHS QR code
poster at their entrance. It’s quick and simple to use for both businesses and
users, and enables customers and visitors to scan the NHS QR code when
they arrive by using the NHS COVID-19 app. Organisations must have a
system for individuals who do not have a smartphone or the NHS COVID-19
app to provide their contact details.
A full list of organisations within scope in these sectors can be found online.
You must register for an official NHS QR code poster (https://www.gov.uk/
create-coronavirus-qr-poster) and display one at every entrance to your
venue. Official NHS QR code posters can be generated online: https://www.
gov.uk/create-coronavirus-qr-poster.
Organisations can find out more about NHS Test and Trace online
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/maintaining-records-of-staff-customers-andvisitors-to-support-nhs-test-and-trace#nhs-test-and-trace

INSIDE MY BUSINESS – CLEANING AND HYGIENE
Keep non-fire doors and windows open to increase ventilation and to reduce
the number of times they are touched.
To regularly clean objects and surfaces that are touched frequently such as
counters, tills, touch screens, card machines or keypads. Make sure there are
adequate disposal arrangements for cleaning products.
Clean surfaces and objects between each customer use eg tables, card
machines, chairs, trays and laminated menus. If possible, do this in front of
customers before they use the items.
Provide bins for collection of used towels and staff aprons etc and wash as
soon as possible.
Wash hands before handling plates and cutlery.
Continue high frequency of hand washing throughout the day.
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Enhance cleaning for busy areas.
Provide more waste facilities and more frequent rubbish collection.

INSIDE MY BUSINESS – DELIVERY AREAS
When taking deliveries, ensure all social distancing guidelines are followed.
Floor markings may help staff and delivery drivers do this. Our toolkit provides
floor markings for you to use.
Consider whether you can reduce frequency of deliveries for instance by
ordering larger quantities less often.
Ensure the delivery driver has been briefed on your social distancing measures.
All delivery drivers should wash their hands after entering your premises.
Where possible have a single worker to load or unload vehicles or the same
pairs of people where more than one person is needed.
All existing health and safety procedures should remain in place and carried
out at all times when unloading.
Keep non-fire doors open to reduce the number of times they are touched.
Ensure all staff are able to wash their hands regularly.

INSIDE MY BUSINESS – KEEPING CUSTOMERS AND
VISITORS SAFE
Work out the maximum number of customers who can reasonably follow social
distancing guidelines in your venue at any one time (2m, or 1m with risk mitigation
where 2m is not viable). Assess the size of your premises, both indoor and outdoor
space), its layout, furniture as well as likely pinch points and busy areas.
Reconfigure indoor and outdoor seating and tables to maintain social distancing
guidelines (2m, or 1m with risk mitigation where 2m is not viable) between
customers of different households or support bubbles.
Use social distancing markings and posters to remind customers to maintain
social distancing between customers of different households.
Provide clear guidance on social distancing and hygiene to customers on arrival.
Manage the entry of customers so that all indoor customers are seated with
appropriate distancing and those outdoors have appropriately spaced seating
or standing room eg reservation systems, social distancing markings and bring
payment machines to customers. This will avoid areas of congestion and the
venue becoming overcrowded.
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Ensure customers are aware of and comply with limits on gatherings on arrival or
at booking. Indoor gatherings are currently not permitted. Outdoor gatherings are
limited to two households (or support bubbles) of any size and groups of up to six
people from different households.
Have you displayed an official NHS QR code poster so that all customers and
visitors can check in using the NHS Test and Trace app as a preference to
providing their contact details?
Keep a temporary record of customers and visitors for 21 days:
www.gov.uk/guidance/maintaining-records-of-staff-customers-and-visitors-tosupport-nhs-test-and-trace#information-to-collect
If possible, provide a cleaning station at the entrance to your venue which should
include hand sanitiser and disinfectant wipes.
Dispose of the waste more frequently.
Remind customers who are accompanied by children that they are responsible for
supervising and making sure they follow social distancing guidelines.
Keep indoor and soft play areas closed until further guidance from the
Government is available.
Use floor markings to assist with social distancing, particularly in the most
crowded areas.
Review the layout of your venue to see how you can adjust this to reduce
congestion and contact between customers eg queue management or
using a ‘one way’ system using floor signage to direct customers to follow a
continuous route.
Our toolkit provides signage for you to use.
Place signage throughout your premises to remind customers to follow your social
distancing measures.
Have a plan for maintaining social distancing guidelines (2m, or 1m with risk
mitigation where 2m is not viable) in the event of adverse weather. Be clear that
customers cannot seek shelter indoors unless social distancing can be maintained.
Consider limiting the number of customers in enclosed spaces such as lifts.
Ensure there are no live performances (drama, comedy or music) or entertainment
that encourages group chanting, singing, dancing etc until further guidance has
been received from the Government.
Ensure background music is low enough to allow normal conversation and to
avoid shouting.
Consider whether schedules for essential services and contractor visits can be
altered to reduce interaction and overlap with people eg carrying out services at
night. If activities are carried out at night this should be done quietly eg night time
deliveries in a residential area.
Consider the steps your managers and staff should take if customers are not
following social distancing measures.
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INSIDE MY BUSINESS – SERVING FOOD AND DRINK
Maintain social distancing from customers when taking orders and encourage
use of contactless ordering from tables where available.
Minimise customer self service of food, cutlery and condiments to reduce
the risk of transmission eg provide cutlery and condiments only when food is
served.
Provide disposable condiments or cleaning non-disposable condiment
containers after each use.
Reduce the number of surfaces touched by staff and customers eg ask
customers to remain at a table where possible or not to lean on counters when
collecting takeaways.
Ensure all outdoor areas, particularly covered areas, have sufficient ventilation.
Marquees and gazebos should not be closed and must have 50% of sides open
Encourage those customers who are ordering takeaways or food and drink for
delivery to order online, on apps or over the telephone to reduce queues and
stagger pick-up times.
Consider having a collection point for food to minimise contact between
kitchen staff and front of house staff / delivery drivers.
Limit access to venue for customers waiting to collect their takeaway and ask
them to wait outside or in their car.
Consider assigning a single staff member per indoor table and outdoors
if possible too. Where bar or counter service is unavoidable, prevent the
customer from remaining at the bar or counter after ordering.
Encourage staff to wash their hands between serving different tables.

INSIDE MY BUSINESS – CUSTOMER TOILETS
Use social distancing markers in areas where queues normally form or adopt a
limited entry approach.
Use signs and posters to encourage customers to follow handwashing and
good hygiene precautions. Our toolkit provides posters for you to use.
Consider providing hand sanitiser and ensure there is adequate supply of liquid
soap, paper towels or hand driers etc available.
Set clear cleaning guidance for toilets and increase frequency of cleaning;
regular cleaning should include areas such as door handles, flushes and taps.
Ensure a cleaning checklist is displayed in the toilets and it is up to date.
Baby changing facilities should remain available but consider the frequency of
cleaning.
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INSIDE MY BUSINESS – KEEPING STAFF SAFE
Consider staggering arrival and departure times at work to reduce crowding.
If venue has more than one door, ensure staff use separate entry and exit point.
Meetings should be kept to a minimum and carried out in a safe manner
following social distancing guidelines. Ensure the room is well-ventilated and
tables are cleaned after the meeting finishes. Avoid sharing pens and other
objects.
Small rooms that do not allow social distancing should be limited to one person
with notices displayed on the door. Ensure desks are cleaned after each use.
Avoid staff working face-to-face and assess whether they can work side-byside or facing away from each other. Where this is not possible, consider using
screens to separate people from each other.
Consider using a consistent pairing system if people have to work in close
proximity to each other.
Keep the time where social distancing cannot be followed on certain activities
as short as possible. Consider redesigning this activity so social distancing
can be followed, or whether this activity needs to continue for the business to
operate.
In smoking areas staff should be reminded to follow social distancing
guidelines. Display notices in this area. Our toolkit provides a poster for you to
use. Please consider noise levels at night especially if you manage a late night
venue.
Notices promoting hand hygiene and social distancing should be placed in staff
areas. Our toolkit provides posters for you to use.
Consider introducing a staggered or extended break rota to avoid crowding.
Space out chairs and tables by marking as ‘do not use’ or temporarily
removing them.
Encourage staff to change into work uniforms on arrival at work.
Ensure uniforms are regularly washed.
Limit access to the kitchen to as few people as possible.
Use floor markings so staff can follow social distancing in staff areas including
the kitchen. Where this cannot be followed (2m or 1m with risk mitigation
where 2m is not viable) due to location of sinks, hobs and ovens, consider
cleanable panels to separate working areas.
Minimise access to walk-in pantries, fridges and freezers eg only one person
being able to access these areas at one point in time.
Frequently clean and disinfect surfaces that are touched regularly.
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INSIDE MY BUSINESS – MANAGING STAFF
Ensure any employee who feels unwell stays at home and does not attend the
workplace. By law businesses may not require a self-isolating employee to
come into work.
People who are clinically extremely vulnerable are no longer required to
shield but must continue to follow the rules (https://www.gov.uk/guidance/
covid-19-coronavirus-restrictions-what-you-can-and-cannot-do) that
are in place for everyone and are advised to extra precautions to protect
themselves. https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/guidance-onshielding-and-protecting-extremely-vulnerable-persons-from-covid-19/
guidance-on-shielding-and-protecting-extremely-vulnerable-persons-fromcovid-19#what-has-changed
Separate government guidance has been issued on how employers can make
workplaces COVID-safe, including how they can maintain social distancing
and a system of risk management in your workplace. https://www.gov.uk/
guidance/working-safely-during-coronavirus-covid-19
The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) has also published guidance on
protecting vulnerable workers (https://www.hse.gov.uk/coronavirus/
working-safely/protect-people.htm), including advice for employers and
employees on how to talk about reducing risks in the workplace. https://www.
hse.gov.uk/coronavirus/working-safely/talking-to-your-workers/index.htm
Access to Work can provide support for the disability-related extra costs of
working that are beyond standard reasonable adjustments an employer must
provide. https://www.gov.uk/access-to-work
Ensure any employee who has symptoms of COVID-19 and those who live
with others who have symptoms follow the latest Government guidance
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-stay-at-homeguidance/stay-at-home-guidance-for-households-with-possible-coronaviruscovid-19-infection
Ensure any employee who has been contacted by NHS Test and Trace follows
the requirement to self isolate. Those who have been in contact with, but do
not live with, a person who has tested positive for COVID-19 should follow the
latest Government guidance https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/
guidance-for-contacts-of-people-with-possible-or-confirmed-coronaviruscovid-19-infection-who-do-not-live-with-the-person/guidance-for-contactsof-people-with-possible-or-confirmed-coronavirus-covid-19-infection-whodo-not-live-with-the-person
You should assist the test and trace service by keeping a temporary record
of your staff shift patterns for 21 days and assist NHS Test and Trace with
requests for that data if needed.
We have produced a helpful poster so you know what you will need to do if
you have a suspected or confirmed case of COVID-19 in your business, see
Appendix 3.
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It is important that any measures put in place are regularly checked to ensure customer
and staff understanding and compliance.
In an emergency such as an accident, provision of first aid, fire or break-in, people do not
have to stay 2m apart if it is unsafe. Those individuals need to pay particular attention to
sanitisation measures immediately afterwards including washing hands. You may wish
to consider reviewing your incident and emergency procedures to ensure they reflect the
social distancing guidelines as far as possible.
Support your staff with the new way of working to enable them to be safe, welcoming
and confident in carrying out their duties.
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FURTHER INFORMATION AND GUIDANCE
To ensure your business premises is prepared you may wish to consider the following
information and guidance.
Government guidance for employers and businesses during COVID-19:
www.gov.uk/coronavirus
Support for businesses and employers during COVID-19:
www.gov.uk/coronavirus/business-support
Support and advice for employers and businesses from Wiltshire Council:
www.wiltshire.gov.uk/business-advice-support-covid19
COVID-19 information and advice from the Health and Safety Executive: www.hse.gov.uk
Food Standards Agency guidance for food businesses affected by COVID-19: www.food.gov.uk
Potential PPE suppliers. If your risk assessment does show that PPE is required, then you must
provide this PPE free of charge to workers who need it. Any PPE provided must fit properly.
To help businesses prepare for re-opening, we are providing an updated list of suppliers who
have approached the council offering PPE supplies.
www.wiltshire.gov.uk/business-advice-support-covid19
Our business toolkit contains a range of floor signs and posters for you to use.
www.wiltshire.gov.uk/business-advice-support-covid19
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APPENDIX 1 - A4 SIGNS AND A1 A-BOARD
These can be downloaded from our website: www.wiltshire.gov.uk/business-advice-support-covid19
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APPENDIX 2 - FLOOR SPOTS
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APPENDIX 3 - WHAT A
BUSINESS SHOULD DO
WHEN A SUSPECTED OR
CONFIRMED CASE OF
COVID-19 IS REPORTED
We hope this leaflet is helpful in
explaining what you should do in this
situation.
This leaflet can also be downloaded and
printed from our website
www.wiltshire.gov.uk/business-advicesupport-covid19

APPENDIX 4 - SYMPTOMS RESPONSE POSTER FOR
BUSINESSES
We hope this poster is helpful in explaining what you should do in this situation.
This poster, together with one specifically created for employees, can be downloaded and
printed from our website
www.wiltshire.gov.uk/business-advice-support-covid19
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